Theoretical analysis of an implantable force transducer for tendon and ligament structures.
A mathematical model was developed for an implantable force transducer to be inserted within the midsubstance of a ligament or tendon. The model was generated by performing both equilibrium and strain-displacement analyses on a metallic, curved beam structure placed within a parallel-fibered tissue. The analysis permitted the transverse pressure acting between the device and fibers to be calculated along with peak device strain and sensitivity (ratio of strain output to axial tissue force). Transducer pressure and transducer strain were expressed in terms of nondimensionalized design factors. A parametric analysis of the key design factors was then performed. The transverse pressure was shown to vary little for large changes in these factors whereas device strain changed markedly. The analysis was verified by a bench test on an example device. Such a model permits a proposed design to be evaluated without having to conduct costly experiments.